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Atrstmrct
I’he results of a preliminary study to assess [he accuracy of global ionospheric maps are
presented, Global ionosphcl-ic maps, produced using dual-frequency data from the global
network of GIN receivers, are “snapshots” of the Iiarth’s vertical total electron content (1’};C)
distribution. These can be compared to the 1’UC measured by t}~e dual-frequency altimeter
onboard the ‘J’OPIiX/l’OSIH IION ocean altimetry satellite, Computed root-mean-square
differences between global ionospheric maps and TOPEX are 4 T}iCIJ (I 1’IICL1 = Ix 1 f)l 6
el/m2) when the I’01’EX ground track comes within 500 knl of a CTPS receiver. Comparisons
along the entire 1’OPIX track generally yield larger RMS differences, indicating that the
global maps become less accurate in regions far from GPS receivers.

1. lntrocluction

between the individual THC measurenlents. In some
geographic regions, the nearest receivers are thousands of
kilometers away (see figure 1). Therefore, the interpolation
must work locally near each receiver and globally between
receiver groups, and the accuracy of the maps are likely to
vary with distance from the CJPS receivers.

l’he GPS global network currently consists of about 50
high-precision dual-frequency global positioning system
(GPS) receivers distributed around the. world. I)ata from
this network has been used to produce global ionospheric
n]aps (GIM) which are “snapshots” of the Earth’s zenith
total electron content (TIIC) distribution [Mnnnucci, Wilson
C( al. 1993]. Global ionospheric maps are useful for
monitoring the global TE.C distribution for scientific
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studies, nmle] development and calibration of ionospheric
delay.

In addition to the GPS network, I“EC measurements that
cover a significant portion of the globe are available from
instruments on board the l’CIIJI}X/l’C)S IIIIJON ocean
altimetry satellite. l’hese instruments include a dualfrequency ocean altimeter and a dual-frequency range-rate
device. The TO1’KX data can be used to study the accuracy
of the CiPS-based global maps, or incorporated into the
mapping algorithm to improve accuracy, In this paper, we
present a preliminary assessment of the accuracy of the
global maps by performing comparisons between the
mapped TEC and the ionospheric measurements available
from the dual-frequency altimeter,

● March 1993 (total no, stations: 32)
~Ncw s~ations as of August 1993 (total no. stations: 40)
ANew stations as of lanuary 1994 (total no. stations: 44)

Figure 1: I.ocations for the CiPS receivers in the global
network.

l~irst, we review the factors which affect the accuracy of the
global maps (SW Mannucci ef al. 1993, for a more complete
description of the technique). After a brief discussion of the
altimeter data type, a preliminary study of the global map
accuracy will bc presented, based on comparisons to the
‘1’OPEX data. };inally, we will summarize and indicate what
follow-on studies are being pursued.
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The global mapping technique uses a linear least squares
parameter estimation procedure. A linear relationship
relating th~ “ionospheric state” to the CIPS observable is
fol-med. For global maps, the ionospheric state consists of
specifying the TF,C at a set of 642 pre-determined grid
points on an “ionospheric shell” at a height of 350 km. The
I“I;C values are related to a GPS observation as follows:

:2. Factors affecting the accuracy of global

ionospheric maps
3
Ir$(t) = F’(E) ~ Wi(@Pfl$APP)Vi + br + b.
i=l

The CiPS receivers in the global network measure line-ofsight total electron content between a receiver and up to 8
GPS satellites simultaneously. To form a global map, the
GPS measurerllents are converted to equivalent vertical
values and a grid-based algorithm is used to interpolate

(1)

where IFS (1) is the GPS line-of-sight measurement from
receiver r and satellite s at time t, Vi is the value of the
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